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IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events listed here are expected
to take place, but there is absolutely no guarantee
that they will. Therefore the dates are for planning
purposes only. We will continue to update the
calendar, based firmly on government guidelines at
the time and any supplementary advice from the
VMCC. You can be assured that the health and
welfare of section members will be our only priority.

PAST EVENTS
Saturday June 27th - H.J. Pugh – ON-LINE Auction of
Vintage & Classic bikes, spares, collectables and
Petroliana.
Well done to all those involved with the auction. The
decision to allow buyers to attend in person, looked
fraught with risk, but Pugh’s put in place a raft of
sensible precautions. Holding the auction outside
and placing seats 2 metres apart set the tone and
other measures like one-way systems and the
abundance of hand sanitisation stations further reenforced the “Stay Safe” message. It was a
disappointment to note that the vast majority of the
100 or so buyers elected not to wear any form of
mask or visor.
A RETURN TO NORMALITY?
The physical presence of even this small number of
buyers gave the auction a feeling of normality and
probably helped prices, but there was a very strong
on-line presence too. Prices were sensible and less
than a handful of machines remained unsold on the
hammer. A hundred machines crossed the block
selling for a total in excess of £280k. Top price paid
was £16,440 for the 1986 Yamaha RD500LC, which
we featured in issue 49-2. The 1938 Jap-engined

Tiger 80, didn’t do so well, making a slightly
disappointing £8,220 – well done to the buyer for
walking away with such a beautiful machine for not
a lot of money. It’s hard to steal a bargain from
under the noses of a savvy Pugh’s auction crowd!
The 2 trail bikes featured in issue 50-1 attracted
plenty of interest, with the Yamaha DT 175 selling at
£1,973 and the Suzuki TS 250 ER making a strong
£3,069. The 1977 Kawasaki Z200 made an
unremarkable £712.
UNLOVED AND UNLOVELY
Bidding on our old friend the unloved and unlovely
Indian Velocette, ‘apparently’ reached £15,000, but
fell well short of its reserve and remained unsold for
the umpteenth time. As a reference, it’s worth
noting that beautifully presented matching numbers
Velocette Thruxtons are only making between £17k
& £20k at auction this year.
EVOCATIVE 1950s BRITISH BEAUTIES
These two evocative small capacity British bikes
from the ‘50s definitely capture another simpler era
and truly merit the title “Classics”.
Made in Coventry at a time when it could claim to
be the centre of British Motorcycle industry, both
machines looked correct, well restored, and ready
to ride away.
Neither model was glamorous or expensive in their
day, but they have stood the test of time and will
surely bring pleasure to their new owners. Both sold
for respectable prices,

The ’58 Francis Barnett Plover made a well-deserved

£1,754 whilst the ’59 Tiger Cub reached a heady
£2,959…………………….. Quality sells.

All prices above include commission and VAT. You
can find the full list on HJ Pugh’s website
http://www.hjpugh.com
Thursday July 2nd – conclusion of Brightwell’s timed
on-line auction.
Brightwell’ second “timed on-line” auction using a
system similar to that operated by eBay attracted
just 7 machines, in a mixed catalogue, dominated
by classic cars. The 1976 CB550 low mileage Honda
we featured in issue 50-1 reached £3,000, but
remained unsold, whilst the only true classic in the
catalogue this tidy 1955 350cc Red Hunter did sell for
£3,350.

Fully restored in 2012 and little used since, its
transferable number - MET 506 - may well have
enlivened the bidding. All prices above DO NOT
include commission. You can see the full results by
following this link.
https://www.brightwells.com/classic-motoring/
Tuesday July 7th - Sally's Place (the open air cafe)
British Camp, Malvern - Breakfast meet.
Despite the disappointing weather, about 20 riders
called in to our first ever “Ride-in”. The café was
extremely well organised and provided a safe
environment.

As ever, there were some interesting bikes on show,
none more interesting than Paul Jameson’s rare
Healey 4. Only 12 complete machines were ever
built, it is certainly the only one I have ever seen on
a UK road.

Geoff Brown rode his 1958 Ariel square 4, retro fitted
with a swinging arm. It was a great opportunity to
see these 2 machines side by side.
Tuesday July 14th - Brunch ride-in - Honey Café in
Bronllys, Brecon - cancelled
Unfortunately the Honey Café were not quite ready
for a large group of visitors,

FUTURE EVENTS
NEW Sunday 5th July – Sunday 30th August. - THE
COMPASS RIDE -. NEW
There has been enormous interest in our Compass
ride. One of the first to complete was Tim Burrett on
his home brewed and much used Douglas Panhard
Special.

Although complaining of some stiffness in his 81 year
old bones and braving the rain for most of the ride,
he said he found that it was actually quite
enjoyable. He spent a total of 14 hrs (370 miles)
away from his North Oxfordshire home, taking about
9 1/2 hours to cover approximately 240 miles on the
actual event.
The bike, is a 1957 special that he built in the late
1960s. He has always found the Panhard engine
technically interesting: heads and barrels in one
piece, one torsion bar valve spring only each side
and a three-piece all roller bearing crankshaft. A
much better bike unit, in his view, than the more
common 2cv Citroen engine. Tim says he has used
the bike twice for the Felix Burke Cotswold Road Trial
and last year for the White Horse Rally in Wiltshire, so
it is known to some VMCC people. It was the subject
of a small article, apparently, in MCN in about 1972
just after he had finished it. After that he lived and
worked abroad for several years and he reports it
did go from Geneva to the Isle of Man for the TT in
1974. Eventually it was left with a friend in the UK,
who he says broke the Douglas gearbox. It was then
parked up until about ten years ago when Tim finally
rebuilt the gearbox and started using it again. Tim
also has a 1959 NSU and a 1972 Moto Guzzi V7 Sport
(that he bought new from the factory), and two
1950’s cars, so the Panhard Douglas doesn’t get
used that much.
Thursday July 16th – The Moon Mordiford, HR1 4LW –
7:00 p.m. – Annual Bike Show – Cancelled
Sunday 19th July – Forest of Dean ride – starts and
finishes at Ross Spur services on the A449 - Ledbury
Rd, Ross-on-Wye, HR9 7QJ – Meet at 10:00 for 10:30
start.
Please note the new starting point for this great tour
of the Forest of Dean. We will stop for lunch at the
Rising Sun at Moseley Green. Parkend, Lydney GL15
4HN, but lunch orders must be placed in advance.
A lunch menu has been emailed to the complete
mailing list, but a copy will be available at the start.
Contact Mike Bertenshaw for further information 07831 774660

Wednesday July 22nd from 11:30 - H&H Classic Liveon-line Auction
Another, in what seems to be a monthly series of
“Live-on-line” auctions. Even at this early stage,
more than 30 machines are listed in a Triumph
dominated catalogue. The pick of the bunch has to
be this 1951 TR5, guided at £9k - £11k. Undoubdtedly
attractive and well restored, with matching numbers
and appropriate Reg No, it is not quite all it seems.

Looking like it might be from the same collection, this
1973 TRW meticulously restored in RAF livery should
also attract interest.
Never available to the public as new, TRWs were
exclusively sold to the military and other
government departments both in the UK and
abroad. Perhaps their tag as “the thinking man's BSA
WM20”, made them unpopular with the army, but
they were the side-valve machine of choice for the
RAF. Some 16,000 were made between 1943 and
1964 and many survive. With a top speed of 60 mph
and little else to commend them, the price of these
bikes defies gravity.
Thursday July 30th - “Brunch ride-in” – Elan Valley
Visitor centre - LD6 5HP – 11:00 – New event
An informal "Brunch" meeting at the wonderful Elan
Valley visitor centre. Plan your own route there and
back. A chance to meet up with section members.

By 1951, the Chrome plating on the tank had been
replaced by silver paint and the Tiger 100 style alloy
barrels were fitted instead of the old “generator”
engine type with its parallel ports. Oddly, there is no
engine number stamp visible in the pictures.
Somone has gone to a great deal of trouble to
source and fit these more desireable earlier parts,
which deviate from factory original spec. Does it
matter? Not really, as long as you understand what
you are buying. Will it affect the price? Difficult to
tell, but I suspect not, as these late ‘40s and early
‘50s TR5 Triumphs are highly sought after and are
great machines to ride.

Tuesday August 4th - 10:00 a.m. – “Breakfast Ride-in”
- The Glasshouse cafe, Holloways, Suckley, WR6 5DE.
Meet up for breakfast at this excellent cafe. A
chance to show off your bike and meet fellow
enthusiasts. You choose your own route there and
back. Nothing to stop you inviting others to join you.
Thursday Aug 6th – 7:30 p.m. - The Greyhound Hotel,
3, Garth Road, Builth Wells, Powys, LD2 3AR – Club
Night West.
The first opportunity to get together since the
inaugural meeting back in March! A chance to
meet old friends and new and intending members.

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN
DAYS” AS THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT.
“2-4-6-8....
....who do we appreciate? d-e-v-i-l-s, DEVILS!! So
crackled the tinny sounding PA system at
Pennycross Stadium, home to Plymouth Speedway
from 1931 to 1970. Not that the sound quality
mattered all that much, it was largely drowned by
the crowd joining in with the chant and finishing off
with a rousing cheer and multitude of rattles. That's
how I remember it anyway!

BIG GOBS AND COMMERCIAL RATTLES
The lads at school were mostly into football, but my
sporting fixes came from attending speedway and
scrambles meetings. During the late 60's speedway
was a family outing, Dad had been into bikes from
an early age,
starting off on
a fore and aft
Douglas with
acetylene
lighting. Most
of the crowd
noise
came
from big gobs
and
commercial
rattles, but we
had a secret
weapon. Our
family heirloom was a WWII issue rattle marked
“A.R.P 1939”, which I remembered being the size of
a small bus. My big brother, being one of the more
artistic members of the family, had painted it in the
red and yellow Devils team colours complete with
the red devil logo on the front. As a six stone
schoolboy weakling
it took two hands for
me to wield the
thing,
on
one
occasion one of my
mates got too close
and the poor sod
nearly ended up in
orbit!
I didn't know much
about about what
made the bikes work
then, to be honest I'm
not much better
now, but I did know
that I loved the
spectacle
and
excitement of the
racing, and the sound and smell of the bikes.
Virtually open pipes and the aroma of Castrol R in

those days of course. We lived about a mile and a
half (as the cinder flies) from the stadium but
sometimes, on the nights when lack of finances
prevented attendance we could still hear the bikes
on the back straight if the wind was favourable,
though sadly it was never enough to carry the smell
that far. Talking of cinders flying, why was it, when
we had the whole stadium to chose from, we usually
chose to stand outside the first bend? The track had
a pretty much open fence around the outside
(something like chain link I think) and outside that
was the greyhound track, also with a rudimentary
perimeter fence. On each lap the greyhound track
and spectators were liberally sprayed with cinders
and a lot of each heat was spent hiding behind the
programme, but that was all part of the fun!
SHORT MEMORY AND SHORT STRAIGHTS
The Plymouth team had a few changes of name
over the years, but in my time they were always the
Devils.

Team Captain was Dave Whittaker (front row left), a
Kiwi who sported a devil-like goatee beard. I also
remember Bob Coles, (front row right) but I'm afraid
most of the other team members have been
forgotten over the years. I guess they were stored in
those brain cells that were lost to the subsequent
consumption of real ale! The Devils enjoyed mixed
fortunes, the Pennycross track had quite short

straights and I don't remember them ever losing at
home because they were used to it, Conversely I
don't remember them ever winning away either,
presumably for the same reason.
DEMOLISHED AND REDEVELOPED
By 1970 things had changed a bit. My brother was
now more involved with the Plymouth Scooter Club
and anyway, I was now old enough to go by myself.
The stadium was in a pretty poor condition by this
time and attendances had fallen off considerably.
Inevitably a date for the last meeting was
announced. Eager to hang on till the end I turned
up for the penultimate meeting and joined the 49
other people, I was 2% of the crowd by myself! I
forget the result of the meeting, but the result of the
attendance was that the last meeting was
cancelled, it had already happened! A sad end to
happy days. Within 2 years the stadium had been
demolished and the site redeveloped.
BERWICK BANDITS
It wasn't the end of the story however, I eventually
found a kindred spirit at school and his dad
occasionally took us to Exeter with his big brother to
watch the Exeter Falcons. It was big league stuff with
proper barriers around the track and, for a time,the
late,
great,
Ivan
Mauger as Team
Captain! In recent
years, now living with
Linda at Tavistock we
compared notes and
it turned out that
whilst I was getting
covered with cinders
and Castrol R fumes
at Pennycross, she
was doing the same
at Berwick Bandits'
meetings. Her black
and yellow team
colour scarf reached
the ground both
ends even when wrapped around her neck, though
she is quite short of course! In 2006 a New Devils
team started racing at a new even smaller stadium

elsewhere in Plymouth. For old time sake we did go
to one or two meetings before we moved away
from the area, though it was never quite the same.
Silenced bikes and a ban on chanting and other
excessive noise in respect for the local residents took
some of the raw edge off the proceedings, or
perhaps we are just getting old?
I am indebted to John Skinner for permission to use
some info and images from his excellent website,
defunctspeedway.co.uk If you have an interest in
such things, and an afternoon to spare, take a look
at it.
Footnote I recently retrieved the ARP rattle from
storage and find that my memory has played tricks
on me. It has suffered the same fate as Wagon
Wheel biscuits - its a lot smaller than it used to be!
Mike Hunting

UNDER £1000

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

Two rare and rather unusual mopeds for this issue.
Both sound Italian, but only this 1958 Beretta
Mosquito 38B is of Latin origin. Probably made by a
subsiduary of the Beretta gun company and not to
be confused with later machines, bearing the name
“Baretta” - an American construct – this pretty
machine seems to be the only one left in the world
(well, the world of Google at least). Advertised on
eBay, it sold for a very reasonable £880.

BERINI
Italian sounding, but actually built in Holland, Berini
machines were assembled in their own factories in
Rotterdam and Emmen in large numbers from 1949
– 1964.
Best known known for its “clip-on”, small capacity
“Egg” motors, Berini gradually expanded its range to
include more conventional mopeds like this M48
(below)Another Dutch Company – Gazelle - bought
the manufacturing rights and much of the tooling
from the bankrupt Berini company and thousands of
these machines bearing Berini or Gazelle branding,
were produced between ’65 and ’70.

I managed with my own food except for fish and
chips which I bought in Lynmouth and took up to the
Foreland on top of Countisbury Hill, where I ate them
watching the sun set over the Bristol Channel. I left
early and cooked my breakfast up near Dunkery
Beacon.

camping is a bit hard on my old bones. Might try
hostels next.”

MORE CANCELLATIONS
It seems that more and larger events are bowing to
the inevitable – here’s another. The Trimpley Vintage
Rally planned for 1st & 2nd August has been
cancelled. Glad to see that they have planned a
new date for 2021. Let’s hope the world is a better
place by then.

NOT ALL PANTHERS ARE CARNIVORES
Following the disturbing news of Pete Howells’
Panther mauling, (issue 50-1) we would like to point
out that not all these big cats are carnivores. It’s also
a little known fact that not all of Phelon & Moore’s
finest are big single “slopers” like this M100.

I forded the River Barle at Tarr Steps - a big mistake!
Water over the wheel centres and rocks in the
bottom the size of large brown loaves. Had to put
my feet down. Stopped in Dulverton to pour water
out of boots and change my socks.
They featured the same Anka Laura engines used in
the ill-starred Ariel 3. This well presented 1967 model
sold on eBay for just £700.
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility

POST-LOCKDOWN LUNACY
Section secretary, Roger Bibbings, tells us how he
used the newly defined freedoms for a trip to sunny
Somerset.
“I've been out on the (Enfield) Himalayan camping
on Exmoor.
In the end, I only did one night. Nice National Trust
campsite in the Doone Valley. (Very pretty.) I kept
waking up, and my air bed kept deflating. Next
purchase is a top of the range air mattress!!

I returned home via Tiverton, Wellington, the
Blackdown Hills and then through Shepton Mallet,
Keynsham and the A46. The weather was good but

Tony Page sent us these pictures of his model 75 with
its neat 350cc OHV upright engine, which he insists,

“Doesn't risk ankles, legs or indeed hips in order to
fire it up.”

Machines made in Cleckheaton with engines
designed by a man revelling in the splendid name
of Granville Bradshaw, sound as if they should be
solid, robust and reliable with no frills; and indeed
that is largely what they were (with the possible
exception of the 120 model).
Sadly the world moved on while Phelan & Moore
stood still and in 1966, some 40 years after it started,
production ended and P&M went into receivership.
There is an enthusiastic owners club with an equally
enthusiastic band of owners who like to ride their
machines – take a look at their website.
https://www.pantherownersclub.com

MY ALL-TIME FAVOURITE BIKE
Tony’s bike isn’t standard with its BSA A10 tank and
toolbox painted in what he describes as “An
interesting
- and cheap - shade of murky
yellow….It’s a bit too fast for its brakes but is pleasant
to ride and sufficiently noisy to frighten children. “

Welland’s Charles Rollinson shares the trials and
tribulations of living with his much-loved BMW R60
I bought the R60 about ten years ago, having
always fancied an Earles forked BMW.

There aren't many about in the UK and unfortunately
the example I purchased wasn't in the best state,
more of which shortly. It was fairly original with
matching numbers and a short test ride confirmed it
started and ran OK. The owner was a BMW club
member and also had an immaculate R50S of similar
vintage. The front brake didn't seem to do much
and applying the rear caused the pedal to pulsate
up and down. Probably allowing emotion to rule my
head, I went ahead and bought it. Getting it home,
I noticed both the kickstart pedal and brake pedal
were bent and these were duly straightened. The

main stand seemed to rotate too far forward,
allowing the rear wheel to touch the ground.
Already the bike was exhibiting what I later
discovered to be common problems with these
machines.
HELL BROKE LOOSE!
After a few cautious outings and some fiddling with
carb settings, I thought I would see what the bike
was like on a fast motorway run. After all, these
machines were developed for the German
Autobahnen .I dropped onto the south bound M5
one quiet evening and allowed speed to gather.
The bike did seem to smooth out nicely as speed
increased and I reached 85 - 90 mph , not bad for a
28 BHP machine whose design dates back to the
early fifties………..Then, a certain amount of hell
broke loose. I realised the clutch lever was flapping
back against my hand. Pulling the lever in, it was
clear it had lost any connection with the clutch.
AN ACRID BURNING SMELL
Furthermore, I seemed to detect an acrid, burning
smell. Looking back over my right shoulder , a stream
of thick black smoke could be seen pouring from the
right hand silencer………..Oh Hell! I slowed
dramatically and pulled off at the next exit. The bike
didn't have a side stand so I propped it up against a
fence, keeping the engine running as best I could. I
found that the pivot pin for the clutch actuating arm
on the back of the gearbox had dropped down,
rendering the clutch inoperable. Luckily, it hadn't
disappeared and I was able to relocate it. I was too
wound up to ascertain much else and as the R60
was still running I reckoned I could nurse it the few
miles home for a proper inspection.
SPIT BOUNCED OFF THE METAL
Getting home, I stopped the engine, which was still
pouring smoke and rattling from the right pot. The
burning smell turned out to be the rear brake. The
hub had been painted silver but the paint had now
turned black. Spit bounced off the metal, and all in
all the hub was well and truly cooked.
I removed the right hand head and barrel and
found something I had never seen before in
decades of rebuilding motorcycles of all types. The
gudgeon pin had for some reason (figured out later)

been oscillating back and forth with such force that
one of the circlips had been effectively battered out
of the piston. The piston was so damaged there was
little sign left of the circlip groove! Needless to say,
alloy swarf abounded and the barrel was badly
scored. Quite what had caused this phenomenon,
heaven only knew. Conversely, upon examining the
left hand cylinder, all looked absolutely fine.
COMMON FAULTS WITH R60s
What may be of interest to prospective purchasers
is the following list of common issues with these bikes.
1) The steel liners in the large alloy hubs become
oval or crack due to interstitial corrosion. (The liners
aren't very thick). I was able to skim out one of my
hubs but had to replace the other. The hubs aren't
cheap but it's pretty easy to rebuild a wheel due to
the straight spokes.
2) The centre stand ears welded to the frame are
notoriously weak and eventually “spread”, allowing
the stand to come much too far forward. I always
look at the angle of the centre stand on these bikes.
All too often they exhibit this problem. My solution
was to bend the ears back into position and TIG
weld a sturdy strap between them. (With the engine
out I turned the bike upside down on the lawn to
gain access!)
3) Poor front brake operation due to springs being
fitted the wrong way round. The two springs are of
different wire thickness.
4) Twisted conrod - This one is interesting rather than
common. After much research I came across an
account in an American research paper of an
engine (not a BMW) having knocked out its
gudgeon pin just as mine had done. The cause was
NOT a bent conrod. It was due to a TWISTED conrod.
This sets up a reciprocation of the gudgeon pin, due
to the alternating geometry of the assembly as the
crankshaft rotates. Not being the best 3D thinker
myself, I appreciate this is hard to visualise.I fancy I
have managed it in Zenlike moments. In my original
BMW manual for the R60, two forked special tools
are pictured. Reading the manual further, the tools
are shown correcting conrod TWIST.
I remain mystified as to why BMW felt these tools to
be necessary. I can't guess how my conrod came to

be so twisted (between 5 and 10 degrees out of
true!), but twisted it was.

In the absence of the special tools, I made up some
thick alloy jaws for my workmate. I clamped the
offending rod as close to the big end eye as I could
with the crankshaft hanging below the jaws. I took a
long length of studding and threaded this through
the small end. Two nuts with washers clamped the
small end, creating a Tee bar effect with no risk to
the small end bush. I applied a correcting torque
and removed the twist in this manner. Trial and error
resulted in a gudgeon pin being able to push easily
through both small ends when they were swung into
alignment. Hopefully it’s unlikely that anyone else
will encounter this issue. At a recent bike show
however, I saw a Norton single on display with a
note pleading for information as to why the
gudgeon pin kept knocking out its circlips!
LIKE RIDING A ROLLS ROYCE
With a reborn barrel and new Pistons (not cheap,
and make sure you get the correct ones. The R60
and R 60/2 pistons have different deck heights due
to a change in conrod length) plus quite a lot of
other work the R60 was back on the road.
With the brakes sorted, it stops well and it goes
beautifully. I love my Velocettes but the R60 is like
riding a Rolls Royce. The Earles fork springs don't
have to take any braking loads and so they are set
up purely for ride comfort. The front end
consequently floats over the worst surfaces, which is
a huge performance aid. One can steam round a

corner and not
worry too much
about what surface
one is about to
encounter.
The
engine
is
torquey and very
flexible, with its low
compression and
heavy flywheel and
pretty smooth too.
Mirrors always stay
clear and there is
no vibration to
crack mountings or
cause anything to
fall off.
80 MPH CRUISING

80 mph cruising on motorways is fine and back road
handling is actually very good, although it lacks the
ultimate stability and pin sharp handling of a
Velocette Venom for instance.
A PRIVILEGE TO RIDE
It is the most comfortable bike I have ever owned,
very practical on modern roads and very
dependable. A privilege to ride in fact, and
definitely one of my all-time favourite bikes.

are self-isolating, but unfortunately, three individuals
have left the farm against the guidance and advice
of Public Health England and have not yet been
found. Asked if they had been traced, PHE’s Dr
Helen Carter said "at the moment, police are trying
to find their location”. It is a timely reminder that in
we should all observe the Government’s guidelines.
 Avoid close contact with anyone you do not
live with.
 Wash your hands with soap and water often.
 Wear something that covers your nose and
mouth.

TROUBLE DOWN AT T’ MILL
Following a series of apparently unfounded rumours,
the VMCC Chairman Bob Clark, tendered his
resignation at a virtual meeting on June 29th,
convened to clear the air. The Board met again
(virtually) on 30th June 2020 to consider its response
to the resignation and decided unanimously to offer
the Chair back to Mr Clark along with a Vote of
Confidence. Bob accepted the Chair “with dignity
and grace” and issued a statement apologising for
his hasty resignation. Members can read the full
Board minutes and the statement on the club
website.
https://vmcc.net/Board-Meetings
An announcement on the long-awaited staff reorganisation at Allen House can be expected soon.

The machine - a D14/4 175B model was bought new
from Kears in Commercial Street, Hereford and has
been in long-term family ownership.
Showing 14,500 miles on the clock, with original,
unmolested patina, MVJ 15F starts and runs, but
would benefit from a mechanical refresh and
attention to the usual cosmetic issues.

FOR SALE
Charles would be very interested to hear from
anyone else with one of these machines. In the first
instance, email us and we will pass it on to Charles.

COVID 19 – THE EYE OF THE STORM
Herefordshire finds itself in the unfamiliar position of
being a National news story. There has been a
serious outbreak of COVID 19 at A.S. Green’s Rook
Row Farm, near Malvern. A total of 73 cases have
been confirmed amongst the workers at this busy
vegetable growing and packing centre. All 200 staff

Alan Reed is selling this 1968 Bantam, on behalf of a
friend who is, sadly, in poor health.
Complete with V5C and RF60, the vendor is looking
for £1600. To find out more or to view the machine,
contact Alan Reed on 07761 088349, or by email alanreed48@yahoo.co.uk
It would be great if it could find a new owner in the
County.
Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.

